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Abstract. The actual research activity at MIVIA (Machine Intelligence
for recognition of Video, Images and Audio) lab involves the study of in-
novative methods for behavioral analysis in surveillance videos and for
events detection in audio streams, the development of techniques for
biomedical images analysis and algorithms for graph matching. More-
over, in the last years, part of the research activity of the MIVIA lab
is dedicated to the implementation of those approaches on embedded
systems.

1 Graph Matching

Graph matching encompasses different methodologies for graph analysis applied
in many fields, such as video analysis, bioinformatics, social network analysis
and search engines, as discussed in [19, 18, 12, 5]. Our research group has worked
on these problems for more than 10 years and it has provided many important
contributions, such as the well-known VF algorithm [7], a reference in the state
of the art methods for exact graph matching.

Among the above mentioned application fields, two of the most promising are
bioinformatics and chemoinformatics, due to the extensively use of graph based
representations and the huge quantity of data collected in the last decades. For
this reason, in the last years our research activities focused on graph matching
applications for these two application fields. Recently, we presented a preliminary
benchmark of exact graph matching algorithms on biological graph databases
[4]. Furthermore, we are involved in the organization of an international contest
on pattern search on proteins and molecules databases, hosted by the next ICPR
2014 (http://biograph2014.unisa.it/).

2 Behavior Analysis by Video Interpretation

The need for security in many public environments has lead to the proliferation
of cameras and microphones, which represent a suitable solution for their relative
low cost of maintenance, the possibility of installing them virtually everywhere
as well as the capability of analyzing very complex events. For this reasons,
in the last years we deeply investigated toward the possibility of designing an
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intelligent surveillance system, able to provide images and video with a semantic
interpretation, trying to bridge the gap between their low-level representation in
terms of pixels, and the high-level, natural language description that a human
would give about them [17]. In particular, our activities focus on two main
typologies of behaviors: actions and activities. On one side, for the problem of
recognizing human actions, our contributions pertain the introduction of high
level representations to describe the actions, respectively based on bag of words
[16], string kernels [1] and deep architectures [14].

On the other side, activity recognition is based on the analysis of trajectories
of moving objects: it is due to the fact that trajectory is a very discriminant
feature, since the movement of an object in a scene is not random, but instead
has an underlying structure that can be exploited to build some models. For this
reason, we proposed a tracking algorithm based on a finite state automaton able
to extract moving objects trajectories [9]. The proposed tracking algorithm has
been evaluated during an international competition (PETS 2013) and ranked at
the first position for all the considered scores competing against a high number
of participants [15]. Once extracted, this large amount of trajectories needs to
be indexed and properly stored in order to improve the overall performance of
the framework during the retrieving step [8]. Furthermore, the proposed system
allows the human operator to interact with the system in order to identify an
abnormal behavior as soon as it occurs [2]: this last feature is achieved by rep-
resenting each trajectory as a string and by evaluating the similarity between
trajectories by a kernel based approach.

3 Audio Event Recognition

Currently used surveillance systems are mainly based on the automatic analysis
of video streams. However, in some cases the video-based surveillance in not
reliable or suffers from a number of problems, both logistic and about privacy. As
an example, poorly illuminated zones during the night or huge parking areas are
difficult and very expensive to monitor by means of cameras. In other situations,
instead, like in public toilets, it is not possible to install surveillance cameras
due to privacy issues. Thus, in these kinds of situation, the analysis of the audio
stream could be useful to detect abnormal events and consequently fire an alarm
to a human operator. There are many kinds of event that are difficult to be
recognized in video streams but can be effectively detected by using audio sensors
such as gunshots, human shouting or crying, glass breaking and so on.

Thus, the interest of MIVIA Lab on automatic systems for abnormal audio
events detection increased in the last years, leading to the publication of a num-
ber of papers and to a more intensive research activity. A method based on two
classifiers that work at different time scales [6] has been proposed in order to deal
with both impulsive and sustained sounds (for instance gunshots and screams).
The classifiers employ a reject option to lower the false alarm rate. A different
approach, based on the bag of words paradigm, has been proposed in [3]. The
main idea is to describe the audio stream with a two layers representation based
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on the histogram of the occurrences of different small units of sound, which we
call aural words. Such representation and the use of Support Vector Machines to
learn a model of the data is able to highlight the distinctive aural words of the
sounds of interest making it possible to distinguish their occurrence in different
environments. The most recent work, accepted for publication at AVSS Con-
ference 2014 [13], is based on a biological-inspired image representation of the
audio signal, called Gammatonegram, that corresponds to the way the cochlea
membrane in the human auditory system responds to stimulation. The detec-
tion is performed by employing a pool of cascade classifiers, each of them trained
to detect a particular class of sounds. The proposed approach is able to detect
co-occurring events and is more robust to background noise with respect to the
previous proposed methods.

4 Embedded Systems

Nowadays, embedded systems are everywhere: cameras, phones, electrical appli-
ances, clothes, etc. The diffusion of such systems is due to the hardware minia-
turization that makes the manufacturers able to produce systems, for general
or specific purposes, with reduced space and power requirements. Thus, new in-
teresting challenges arises to employ embedded systems in many different fields
such as robotics, automotive, medicine and so on. One of the most promising
research sector is Embedded Vision that aims to combine computer vision algo-
rithms and embedded systems. The strong interest in Embedded Vision is due to
the wide number of useful applications that could be realized by developing low
cost video analytic systems embedded on cameras. Part of our recent research
activities have been focused on re-engineering computer vision algorithms for
smart camera embedded platforms in order to realize analytic systems for vehi-
cles and people counting or intrusion detection. Moreover, the implementation of
audio analysis algorithms on such systems is also involving part of our research.
With regards to this, a big effort has been done to design an algorithm for audio
event recognition suitable to low profile embedded systems in order to realize
cheap systems for events detection based on the bag of words paradigm.

5 HEp2 Cells Classification

The Anti-Nuclear Antibodies (ANA) test is commonly used to diagnose Connec-
tive Tissue Diseases. The gold standard for performing this test is the Indirect
Immunofluorescence (IIF) protocol using Human Epithelial type 2 (HEp-2) cells,
which detects a wide variety of human auto-antibodies. Nevertheless, the proto-
col is time consuming and labour intensive. One way to address these issues is
by employing Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems, which provide a more
objective analysis that could be incorporated to the overall test results. For
this reason, in the last years this topic has been attractive for several scientists
working in the fields of computer vision and pattern recognition.
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Our lab has been very active in this field in the last years [10, 11]: in-
deed, we organized three different international competitions, aiming to com-
pare the state of the art approaches: HEp-2 cells classification contest, hosted
by ICPR 2012; Competition on Cells Classification by Fluorescent Image Anal-
ysis, hosted by ICIP2013 and Performance Evaluation of Indirect Immunofluo-
rescence Image Analysis Systems, hosted by the next ICPR 2014. In particular,
the next ICPR will also host the I3A workshop (International Workshop on Pat-
tern Recognition Techniques for Indirect Immunofluorescence Images Analysis,
http://i3a2014.unisa.it/), organized as the last two contests in collaboration with
the University of Queensland (Australia) and the Sullivan Nicolaides Pathology
(Australia) institute.
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